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CAUTION
Please refer to the SDS for more detailed 
precautionary measures, handling 
instructions, and emergency procedures.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, 
open flames and other ignition sources. No 
smoking. Avoid release to the environment. 
Wear protective gloves/ clothing/eye and 
face protection. Wash thoroughly after 
handling. Do not pierce or burn, even after 
use. Use only outdoors or in a well-
ventilated area. Do not eat, drink or smoke 
when using this product. In case of fire use 
water fog, dry chemical, or carbon dioxide 
to extinguish. Keep cool. Store in a well-
ventilated place. Store locked up. Protect 
from sunglight. Do not expose to 
temperatures exceeding 50°C/122°F.

DIRECTIONS
Pre-clean surface to be treated, removing 
an old contaminated grease, dirt, or grit. 
Brush on.

 
 
 
 
 
 

FIRST-AID
Eyes: Rinse eyes cautiously with lukewarm 
water while holding eyelids open for several 
minutes. Remove contact lenses if easy to do 
so. Continue rinsing for 15–20 minutes. Take 
care not to rinse contaminated water into 
unaffected eye or face. If irritation persists, 
get medical attention.

Skin: Remove contaminated clothing. Gently 
blot or brush away excess product. Wash 
with lukewarm water for 15–20 minutes. If 
feeling unwell, get medical attention.

Inhalation: Remove to fresh air and assist 
breathing as necessary—get medical 
attention if feeling unwell.

Ingestion: Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce 
vomiting. Get medical attention.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DESCRIPTION
Sees Proof is an anti-seize lubricating 
compound for use as a sealing compound 
on high heat, high pressure gaskets, hoses, 
hydraulic fitting steel, brass, aluminum, or 
rubber. It is used on pre-combustion 
chamber fuel injection nozzles, valve 
cages; for boiler fittings, face pate studs 
and man hole covers, stay bolts, stay 
tubes, burner assemblies, pulleys, and 
sprockets. Sees Proof resists fresh and salt 
water on all engine and deck fittings and 
fasteners, etc. Sees Proof’s temperature-
resistant formulation protects against 
galling, seizing, pitting, fretting, corrosion, 
and distortion of threaded, keyed, splined, 
or press-fitted assemblies. It allows tighter, 
more vibration-proof seals using less 
torque while making disassembly easier.


